Calendar: Directed Studies in Playwriting

Jan. 24  Overview. Formatting exercise assigned.

Jan. 31  Characters/dialogue. (Ex. on formatting due.)

Feb. 7   Structure. (Character & dialogue exercise due.)

Feb. 14  Work on your scenes.

Feb. 21  Exercise due. New Exercise assigned

Feb. 28  Exercise due. New Exercise assigned

Mar. 7   Exercise due. New Exercise assigned

Mar. 14  Spring Break. No class.

Mar. 21  Exercise due. New Exercise assigned.

Mar. 28  No class. Work on your exercises.

Apr. 4   Exercise due. (10 page Exercise assigned)

Apr. 11  Excerpts from 10 page play due.

Apr. 18  Excerpts from 10 page play due.

Apr. 25  No class.

May 2    Last class. Portfolio due.

Portfolio: all exercises + 10 page play. + “What I learned about writing plays.”